IN MEMORIAM:

FERNANDO

LIUZZI

(b. December 19, 884-d. October 6, 1940)
By ERNST T. FERAND
ITALY,the country that has provided such a prodigious quantity
and quality of every sort of musical treasure-from folk-song
to madrigal,cantata,and opera, from Gregorianchant to the polyphonic mass, motet, and oratorio, from popular dance-music to
sonata and concerto-has not proved equally important in the
field of scholarly musical research. We are, to be sure, indebted
for systematic investigationsinto problems of notation and counterpoint to a number of great Italiantheoristsof the Middle Ages
and the Renaissance-from Guido of Arezzo, Marchettus of
Padua, Prosdocimo de' Beldemandi,Franchino Gafori, to Nicola
Vicentino and Gioseffo Zarlino, to mention only a few. But
musicology proper and music history in particularhave been regarded as stepchildrenin Italianmusicallife, notwithstandingsuch
important works as Padre Martini'sunfinishedHistory of Music,
and a number of valuable monographs (by Baini, Caffi, Alaleona,
etc.), or the excellent editions of old music by Torchi, Cesari,
Benvenuti, and others. The researchin early Italianmusic has been
done almost entirely by foreign musicologists, mostly German,
such as Kiesewetter, Ambros, Riemann, JohannesWolf, Ludwig,
and Einstein; and the badly needed History of Italian Music has
still to be written.
This being so, it adds one more contribution to the tragic
ironies of our age that the untimely death of the Italian musicologist who added most to our knowledge of the earlieststages in
his country's music should have passedwithout due notice in Italy.
*

*

Fernando Liuzzi was born on December 19, 1884, in Senigallia
(Sinigaglia), on the Adriatic coast, near Ancona. G. Radiciotti's
monograph' on the musical life of this ancient Roman town
reveals no important contribution on its part to the great past of
1 Musica e Musicisti in Sinigaglia, Milan, I893.
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Italian.music. Liuzzi's musical and cultural background was provided by Bologna, famous old center of music and science, where
Liuzzi's family made its home. He received his academic training
in the noble and distinguishedatmosphereof this city, where in
the 5th century such famous scholars as Ramos de Pareja and
Giovanni Spataro had lectured on the science of music, whither
in the 8th century the greatestEuropeanauthority of his time on
the subject of counterpoint, G. B. M\artini,had attracted many
young composers-among them JohannSebastianBach'syoungest
son, JohannChristian(the "London"Bach)-, and where Martini
had examinedthe fourteen-year-oldMozart,who was subsequently
elected to membershipin the famous Accademia Filarmonicaof
that city.
Towards the end of the last century, Bologna again became
the most important music center in Italy. When Liuzzi went to
school, Giuseppe Martucci was the director of the Liceo Musicale
Padre Martini, named after the great musician, part of whose invaluable library was inherited by the institution. Martucci was a
pioneer in organizing symphonic concerts and, being an ardent
apostle of Wagner, had conducted the first Italianperformanceof
Tristan und Isolde at the Teatro Comunale,a century and a quarter after this theatre had been opened with a performance of
Gluck's Trionfo di Clelia (1763), written for the occasion.
At the venerable University of Bologna, the great old poet
Giosue Carducci-in his youth an enthusiasticfighter for democratic idealsand an adherentof Garibaldi-was lecturing on Italian
literature. From him Liuzzi might well have gained his first and
decisive impressionsnot only of medievalpoetry but also of music,
to which Carducci was deeply devoted. In an important essay on
Italianmusic and poetry of the i4th century,2Carduccibemoaned
the non-existence of an Italian Coussemaker,who would investigate the origins of Italian music, as the great Belgian had studied
the beginnings of French music. The old poet could not foresee
that one of the youngest and last of his students was destined
to fill the very gap he deplored. When Carducci retired in I903,
he was succeededby anotherfamouspoet, Giovanni Pascoli;young
Liuzzi attended his lectures also, and later set one of his poems
to music.
2

Musica e poesia nel mondo elegante del secolo XIV, in Opere, Vol. VIII, ed. of

1907, p. 310.
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In Bologna, Liuzzi studied piano and composition with G. A.
Fano, who was a pupil of Martucci's. His musical education was
completed at the Reale Accademia di SantaCeciliain Rome under
the tuition of its director, Stanislao Falchi. In 1905 Liuzzi went
to Munich to study with Max Reger and Felix Mottl, and-at the
University-with the psychologist Theodor Lipps, particularly
known for his "Einfiihlung"theory. After having won a prize in
compositionat the Conservatoryof Parmain 1908, Liuzzi received
the degree of Doctor of Letters in 1909 from the University of
Bologna. Following a short period of activity as a symphonic and
operatic conductor, he was appointed, as a result of competitive
examinations,professorof harmony and counterpointat the Royal
Conservatory of Parma, which position he held from I9I0 to
496

1917. In the years 91I2-14 he also gave courses in composition at

the Royal Conservatory of San Pietro a Majella in Naples.
In these early years, Liuzzi's first compositions appeared in
print-piano pieces, songs, compositionsfor violin and piano, full
of youthful romanticism,and transcriptionsof Italian mastersof
the I7th and i8th centuries. In addition he published articles in
newspapers and periodicals.To this period of his life belong his
happy marriage to Paola Forti (19I3) and the birth of a son,
Franco (1915), and of a daughter, Lucetta (1916).
In 1917 Liuzzi became professor of harmony and counterpoint at the Royal Conservatory"Luigi Cherubini"at Florence, a
position he held for the following six years. Here again he found
himself in a vivid musicalatmosphere,which was enlivened by the
many importantyoung musical forces that flourishedthere at the
time. Ildebrando Pizzetti was director of the Conservatory and
was writing many of his best compositions. Eresto Consolo was
piano teacher. The idealistic planning and enthusiasm of these
young musiciansis describedin one of the "Lettersfrom Florence"
by the composer Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco (who later became
Liuzzi's brother-in-law), published in Guido Gatti's magazine II
Pianoforte (Turin), which subsequently grew into the Rassegna
Musicale. For these as well as for La Critica Musicale (published
in Florence), among others, Liuzzi wrote articles on esthetic and
historicalsubjectsand reviewed new compositions.These writings
contributed much to a musical movement that eventually led to
the foundation of a symphony orchestra and paved the way for
the inaugurationof the annual festival named the "Maggio Musi-
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cale Fiorentino". Some of Liuzzi's best compositions originated
during these years-a charming and noble Sonata for Violin and
Piano, whose lyrical melodic qualities and subtle harmonic background clearly reflect the influence of French impressionism;a
colorful and lively Neapolitan Rhapsody for orchestra.
At the time, however, Liuzzi seemedto become more and more
attracted by the special field in which he later produced his most
important achievements,that of scholarly researchin the history
and esthetics of music. The decisive turn in his career came when,
in 1923, he received an appointmentat the University of Florence,
which changed his activity from that of a teacher of composition
to that of a professor of the history of music. In the subsequent
years he lectured also at the University for Foreignersin Perugia.
Shortly after his new appointment, Liuzzi published his Estetica
della Musica (1924), a collection of eight essays on various subjects, dedicated to the memory of Theodor Lipps. The first and
most important of the essays is a critical review of Eduard Hanslick's esthetic philosophy in music and of Conrad Fiedler'stheory
of "pure visuality" in the fine arts (1887), taken up also by Benedetto Croce (in 1902 and 191I). The second essay contains a
subtle analysisof "pureromanticism"as revealedin the writings of
E. T. A. Hoffmann and Robert Schumann, whereas the third
enters into controversy with some casualremarkson music made
in 1920 by Anatole France, or rather with the esthetic views of
Pierre Lasserre,who was influenced by the philosophy of Henry
Bergson. Among the other articles, which are reprints from various magazines,one is of specialinterest becauseit containsan early
appreciationof Ernest Bloch.
In 1926, Liuzzi was called to the University of Rome as professor of esthetics and of the history of music, and was appointed
director of the Institute of the History of Music at the same University. From I928 to 932 he was also in charge of special courses

in musical esthetics and style, introduced for the first time at the
Accademia di Santa Cecilia. In addition, he lectured at the Istituto
per Studi Romani in Rome.
In this last, most productive, and successful period of Liuzzi's
life, he continued his work as a scholar, but his activity as a composer gave way to his providing creative revivals of medieval
music. The selected list of publications, appended to this article,
shows the wide range of his scholarly interest. It includes, besides
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writings on subjects of general or special esthetic character,others
on widely different topics in the history of music, such as early
Christian hymnody, the effect upon each other of Italian and
Flemish music, the style and influence of Palestrina,Italian folksong, the humanistic trend in music, Bach, Beethoven. Liuzzi's
main attention,however, was focussed upon two kinds of medieval
monody, the earliest religious songs in the Italian language (the
laude) and the melodiesintroducedinto the liturgicaldrama.
Investigating the liturgical drama, from the i Ith century to
the I4th, Liuzzi analyzedthe importantpartthat music played, for
the first time in the post-classic world, as an adjunct to dramatic
action, an adjunct used as a meansof characterizingthe persons of
the play. He stresses the considerable expressive power of the
melodies. Studying the Sponsus-play, based on the parableof the
Wise and Foolish Virgins, Liuzzi traced an interestingrelationship
to the Orientalservice of St. Agatha, revealingthereby the GrecoByzantineroots of this early i ith-century play.
A number of special articleson the laude heraldedthe appearance of Liuzzi's chief publication,the monumentaledition, in two
volumes, of the laude of the 13th and i4th centuries,magnificently
printed at the government'sexpenseand publishedby the Libreria
dello Stato, 1935, in Rome.
These first Italian "spirituals",as they might be called, were
inspiredby the forceful religiousmovementinitiatedby St. Francis
of Assisi (d. I 226). The fact that the "Saintof the Paupers"speaks
of himself and his followers as "minstrelsof God" (joculatores
Domini) suggests the possibility of a musical rendition (improvised?) of his religious poetry. The laude were sung at the
gatheringsof the numerousreligious societies founded in the I2th
to the I4th centuries (laudesi, confraternite, etc.) and also by
the flagellants (disciplinati, battuti). They were monodic pieces
with texts praising Jesus, the Virgin, the Trinity, and various
Saints. They are by no means to be regarded as folk-songs, but
rather as songs of a populartype, created by poets and composers
who, with a few exceptions, are anonymous. Neither should they
be confused with the later polyphonic laude of the i5th and i6th
centuries, preservedin the publicationsof Petrucci and reprinted
in part by Knud Jeppesen (1935).
The chief sources of the early laude are the two great codices
of Cortona (Biblioteca del Comune, 91) and Florence (Bibl.
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Nazionale Centrale, Magi. II. I. 122), both written for the use of
laudesi, the first at the end of the i3th century, the second, containing magnificent miniatures,at the beginning of the I4th. No
other sources of this early laudaliteratureare known, except for a
few scattered fragments, one of which, a single leaf of Florentine
origin, is owned by the Pierpont Morgan Library in New York,
while another leaf of the same manuscriptis in the Frank C. Smith
Collection at Worcester, Mass.
Liuzzi's lauda edition contains a complete facsimile reproduction of all the music in the Cortona and Florence manuscriptsi.e. of the first stanzaof every laudawith its melody (intended to
be used for all the following stanzas, which often were quite
numerous)-, a transcription into modern notation of all the
melodies, and the complete texts. There are 46 melodies in the
laudarioof Cortona and 89 in that of Florence. FriedrichLudwig
published four of them in I924.3 Confronted with the problem of
ascertaining the rhythm of these melodies of a "pre-mensural"
type, written in Roman plainsongnotation, Liuzzi properly disregarded the possibilitiesof a "mensural"or "modal"interpretation.
He insteadadoptedRiemann'smethod, with some modification,as
a rule basing the rhythm on a binary pattern that fits the standard
line of eight syllables used in the laudapoems. The highly satisfying results are evidence of the correctness of this procedure,
though, with respect to minor details, as well as to the liberal use
of added accidentals, there might be room for difference of
opinion.4
In his elaborate historical introduction, Liuzzi arrives at important conclusions. He points to the conformity and unity existing between the texts and melodiesof the laudeand drawsattention
to the great variety in the content of the poems and in their forms
(dramatic, narrative,dialogue, etc.) as well as in the music (cast
in the litany and hymn forms, and showing traces of the sequence
structure). The melodies of the Cortona Ms. are of a more archaic
character than those of the Florence Ms., the former showing a
greater simplicity of melodic design, whereas the latter displays a
3 In Guido Adler's Handbuch der Musikgeschichte;2nd ed., 1929.

4 Cf. the reviews of J. Handschin, in Acta Musicologica, X
(1938), I4-3 , and

Yvonne Rokseth, in Romania,LXV (1939), 383-394.See also the reviews of E. Carrara,
Nuova Rivista Storica, XX (1936), 269-273;G. Mazzoni, Nuova Antologia, CCCXII
(1937), 345-347;F. Neri, Giornale Storico della LetteraturaItaliana,CIX (1937), 130I35; A. Einstein, "Music&Letters",XX (1939), 446-448.
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trend towards sophisticationwith a preference for ornamentation.
As to the formal structure, Liuzzi lays particularemphasison his
interpretationof the laudaas a genuine, originalspecies,a "spiritual
sister of the ballata",deriving like it, but independentlyof it, from
the virelai or chansonbalade'e,chief form of French (and Spanish)
lyric poetry in the I3th century. With regardto the performance
of the laude, Liuzzi takes into account the possibility that solo
passages alternated with choral sections, and that instrumental
interludesmay have been inserted. He emphasizesthat the refrain
(ripresa) was not necassarilyrepeatedafter each stanza (consisting
of the piedi [mutazioni] and volta), as it appearsto have been in
the French virelai, but could be confined to the opening and closing sections of the whole piece. There are alsointerestinginvestigations into the question of Jacopone da Todi's authorshipof some
of the laude, which reveal the likelihood that he was not only a
poet but also the composer of at least one of the lauda melodies.
With this importantpublication,Liuzzi reduced a gap that had
existed in the history of music in his country between the "Golden
Age" of Gregorian Chant and the brilliantflowering of the i4th
century; and he thus shed light on a period a whole century prior
to that of the Florentine mastersof the early Renaissance.Italian
trecento music, in Liuzzi's opinion, should not be regardedas beginning a development but as closing one that led from the complete unity of poetry and music to accompaniedand embellished
music of virtuoso type, characterizedby a markeddisregardof the
requirementsof the text. About 6oo, the composersand poets of
the Camerataintroducedtheir monodic "innovations",thus linking
a much later period of music history with the early laudaart, one
of the important roots of oratorio.
Providing parallelsto his scholarly publications on the lauda
and liturgical drama, Liuzzi made most successful attempts at
"popularizing"the fine old music. He selected two groups of
laude, those in each group being related to each other through
their poetic content, and transformedthem into two works entitled
II Passioneand Laudi Francescane,each a sort of oratorio for solo
voices, chorus, and orchestra.The first was performed with great
success not only in concert form, but also scenically at the Scala
in Milan, at the Vienna and Budapestoperas,in Buenos Aires, etc.
This work is based on laude from the Cortona manuscript,that
deal with the life of Jesus.Laudi Francescanederives from pieces,
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taken from the same source, that treat of St. Francis. In both, the
delicate problem of adding a harmonic background for orchestra
has been solved with the utmost discretionand with a perfect sense
of color; the monodically conceived melodies are kept in their
original form throughout, thus retaining their fragranceand simplicity. In Le Vergini savie e le Vergini folli, a "popularization"of
the Sponsus-play, Liuzzi makes a more elaborateuse, particularly
in the orchestralpart,of the old melodic material.This too received
stage performances-in Rome, Florence, etc.
Another attempt at restorationfollowed when he revived the
settings of choralpassagesin the "OedipusRex" of Sophocles,composed by Andrea Gabrieli for the opening of Palladio's famous
Teatro Olimpico at Vicenza in I585. The only existing copy of
Gabrieli'swork, printed in 1588 at Venice, is incomplete. It consists of five of the originally six part-books;some are preservedat
Padua and some at Vienna. Liuzzi reduced the partsto score, substituting for the missingsixth voice a voice of his own, and adding
also orchestralsections. "OedipusRex" was revived in I937, with
this version of Gabrieli'smusic included in the production, at the
ancient Roman theatre at Sabratha,Tripolitania.
In 1938 Liuzzi was commissioned to prepare a moder stage
version of Orazio Vecchi's L'Amfiparnasso (1597), to be performed, with orchestral intermezzi and dances, at the Maggio
Musicaleat Florence. The great success of the transcriptionof this
importantmadrigal-comedy,generally regardedas one of the preforms of music drama,did not prevent Liuzzi's name from being
omitted from the official program when the production was repeated the next year. The explanationis simple enough: the notorious racial laws had been introduced into Italy. The scholar to
whom his country-indeed the whole musicalworld-is indebted
for fundamental knowledge concerning the early stages of its
music, was released in October, I938, from his activities at the
University and from all other officialfunctions. Having been commissioned by the government to undertake research on Italian
music in France, Liuzzi had gathered voluminous first-handmaterial on the subject in the librariesof Paris and had already completed the first part of his work, spanning the period from
Venantius Fortunatus to Lully. At the moment when the complete set of proofs (500 pages), reproducing many hitherto
unpublished musical documents, was ready for correction, the
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printing was suspended by the authorities. Finally, the government which, at great expense, had printed the sumptuous Lauda
edition, three years after publication ordered all availablecopies
confiscated.
Abroad, however, Liuzzi's scholarly merits had not been forgotten. In 1939 he was appointed visiting professor at the Ecole
des Hautes 1tudes de Belgique in Brusselsand was invited by the
American Musicological Society to read a paper at the International Musicological Congress scheduled to take place in New
York, the first event of the sort held in America. The clouds of
the second World War had alreadygatheredwhen-on September
I6-the convention was opened with the reading of an impressive
message received from Romain Rolland. Liuzzi and some other
European delegates (Jeppesen, Smijers, etc.) managed to arrive
safely; others (JohannesWolf and Yvonne Rokseth) were unable
to come. Liuzzi's paper on the barzelette and canzoni a ballo of
the Italian quattrocento (forerunners of the frottola) was a byproduct of his research on Italian music in France. Delivered in
delightful French and characterizedby an admirablebalance of
content and form, it turned out to be one of the highlights of the
Congress.
It proved, alas, to be also the last of Liuzzi's lectures. At a
reception given in his honor at the Casa Italiana of Columbia
University, he delivered an improvised, deeply moving speech,
this time in Italian. Then, in January, I940, he suffered a heart
attack. After spending weeks in a New York hospital, he was
faced with the hardproblemof deciding whether to stay in America, where he had been most cordially received and already had
been appointedto give a lecture course at the ColumbiaUniversity
Summer School, or to return to his country in order to rejoin his
family. With Italy's entry into the war imminent, Liuzzi decided
for the latter alternative,although he was aware that in his condition he might never reach his beloved wife and children and
the granddaughterborn during his absence,whom he was so anxious to see. He sailed on the "Rex", the last Italianship to leave the
United States, and when, on May 6, his friends in New York saw
him off at the pier, they knew that it was a farewell for ever.
Liuzzi at least was not denied the happinessof reaching his
home. His health, however, declined steadily. The end came on
October 6, 1940, when he passed away quietly in a hospital at
502
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Florence, the city which had been the scene of many happy days
in his early careerand which later contributedto some of his most
importantscholarly achievements.
Shortly before his death, after receiving a stimulantto restore
him after a heavy heart attack, he reproached the doctor for his
ministrations,adding: "Ho visto una grande luce bianca,bianchissima ... era bello!" The vision that he thus described might be
regarded as a symbol of his whole life. His students knew him as
a splendid and popular lecturer, equally well-versed in the history
of music and in that of literature,whose coursesat the University
of Rome were always crowded. They, like his friends, loved him
as a believer in beauty and truth. He was a noble, rich personality
and charming companion, of broad interests and full of ideas,
endowed with the rare gift of a well-balanced mind and spirit.
In all his deeds and utterances,professionalor private,in scholarly
researchor artistic creation, Liuzzi always seemed to be guided by
the wonderful "white light" he saw before his death-that of
beauty and truth in, and beyond, life.
SELECTED LIST OF WORKS BY FERNANDO LIUZZI
BOOKS
. . . Estetica e stilistica musicale ...,
Estetica della Musica. Florence, 1924. in Annuario della R. Accademia di S.
(Contents: I. Visibilitd ed udibilita. Cecilia for 1927-28 (1928), p. 60-72.
L'Espressione musicale nel dramma
2. Estetica "kreisleriana" . .. 3. Un
quesito estetico musicale in Anatole liturgico, in Studi Medievali, nova series,
France. 4. Opinioni. 5. Musica latina

e musica tedesca. 6. "Ariane et Barbebleu" di M. Maeterlinck e P. Dukas.
7. "Tristano e Isolda" come poema
dranmiatico. 8. Ernest Bloch.)
La Lauda e i primordi della melodia

italiana. 2 vols. Rome, 1935.

Musicisti italiani in Francia. Vol. I

[From Venantius Fortunatus to Lully.]
(Printing suspended).
ARTICLES

Un nuovo frammento di musica grecocristiana, in La Cultura Musicale, II, No.
I (1923), p. 17-20.

"Jazz" e "Anti-Jazz",in Nuova Anto-

logia, CCLI (1927), p. 70-76.

Interpretazionedell "Eroica",in Nuova

Antologia, CCLII (1927), p.

190-212.

Musica e storia della cultura, in Nuova

Antologia, CCLVI (1927), p. 51-63.

II canto greco di Ossirinco e la primitiva innodia Cristiana, in La Rassegna

Musicale, I (1928),

p. 337-351.

II, Fasc. I (I929),

p. 74-109.

logia, CCLXVIII

(1929),

A due secoli dalla "Passione secondo
Matteo" di G. S. Bach, in Nuova Antop. 409-420.

Classicitadel Palestrinae romanticisrmo
fianmzingo, in Annuario della R. Accademia di S. Cecilia for 1928-29 (1929), p.
411-435. [Reprinted from Nuova Antologia, CCXLVIII (1926),
p. 166-179.]

Dranvminzusicalidei secoli XI-XIV. 1:
Le Vergini savie e le Vergini folli, in
Studi Medievali, nova series, III, Fasc. I
(1930),

p. 82-Io9.

Due framnenti dell' Eneide, musicati
in Roma nel Seicento, in the magazine
Roma (1930), p. 496-504.

Eredita Palestriniana e polifonia
barocca, in Annuario della R. Accademia
di S. Cecilia for 1929-30 (1930), p. 419-

439.
Melodie italiane inedite del Duecento,
in Archivum Romanicum, XIV, No. 4
(1930), p. 527-560.

I canti dei popoli e un istituto inter-
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SELECTED LIST OF WORKS BY FERNANDO LIUZZI-Continued
nazionale per la mu4sica popolare, in Dramma liturgico, XIII, p. 204-205; HanNuova Antologia, CCLXXIV (1930), p. del, XVIII, p. 353-356; Lauda, XX, p.
622-623; Mendelssohn, XXII, p. 843-845;

390-397?

Laudi cantate nella commemorazione Passione, XXVI, p. 465-466;Sacra rappredel Beato Angelico, in Memorie Domeni- sentazione, XXX, p. 413; Trovatori e
cane, XLVIII, Fasc. 4 ('93'). [Without Troveri, XXXIV, p. 417-418.
the author'sname.]
POETRY
Profilo musicale di Jacopone, in Nuova
Antologia, CCLXXIX (1931), p. 171-192.
e Cloe. Favola pastorale,based on
Dafni
Ballata e Lauda .. ., in Anmuario della the
unpublished fragment, Mistero di
R. Accademia di S. Cecilia for 1930-31
Maggio, by Ercole Luigi Morselli, in
(1931), p. 527-546.
Nuova Antologia, CCXXII (1923), p. 12I primi canti italiani per la Nativitd e
31, 133-I44, 225-234.
di
in
L'lllustrazione
Cristo,
l'infanzia
Vaticana, II, No. 23 (I931),

p. 32-37.

Notazione musicale del sec. XI in mn
manoscritto dell'Eneide, in Studi Medievali, V, Fasc. I

(1932),

p. 67-80.

Melodie per un mistero italiano del

Duecento,

in Scenario, I, No. 7

(1932),

p. 15-27.

Introduzione alla lirica vocale di
Beethoven, in Annuario della R. Accademia di S. Cecilia for 1931-32 (1932),
p. 407-430.

Italie, in Musique & Chanson populaires. Dossiers de la CooperationIntellec-

tuelle (1934), p. 90-143. [In co-operation

with P. Toschi.]
Musica e poesia del Trecento nel codice
Vaticano-Rossiano

215,

in Atti

della

Pontificia Accademia Romana d'Archeologia, XIII, Fasc.

I-2

(1937), p. 59-71.

I comici dell'arte e la musica italiana in
Francia, in Romana, I, No. 6-7 (1937),
p. 276-287.

Un "Cantare" del secolo XV sulla
Passione, in Rivista Italiana del Dramma,
II, No. I (1938), p. 3-22.
11 dramta delle Vergini savie e delle
Vergini folli e l'uffizio liturgico orientale
di S. Agata, in Atti del IV Congresso
Nazionale di Studi Romani [ 935], I
(1938), p. 587-591.
Le relazioni musicali tra Fiandra e
Italia nel secolo XV, in Bulletin de 'lnstitut Historique Belge de Rome, XIX
(1938), p. I89-203.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE

COMPOSITIONS AND ARRANGEMENTS

Chamber music
Sei canti ad una voce con accomp. di
pianoforte. Milan, 1914.

Liriche per canto e pianoforte. Milan,

1914.

Deux morceaux pour violon et piano.

Milan, 1914.

Tre canti popolari serbi per una voce

e pianoforte. Milan, 1915.

Tre canti popolari greci. Florence,

1920.

Tre piccoli canti popolari italiani per
una voce con pianoforte. Florence, 1922.
Sonata. Violino e pianoforte. (Comp.
1920.) Florence, 1924.

Works for Chorus, for Orchestra,
and for the Stage
L'augellin bel verde. A puppet opera,
based on a tale by Gozzi, for Podrecca's
Teatro dei Piccoli. Rome, 1917.

Gaiola e Marecchiaro. Impressione
napolitana. A rhapsody for orchestra.
(Comp.

I921.)

Piano

score,

Florence,

I923.

Scamandro. Incidental music to L.
Pirandello's comedy. (First perf., Florence, 1928.)

La Passione. For soli, chorus and or-

chestra. (First perf., Rome, 1930.) Rome,
1932.

Laudi Francescane.An oratorio for soli,
chorus and orchestra. (First perf., Rome,
1930.) Rome, 1937.

Enciclopedia Italiana
Le Vergini savie e le Vergini folli. For
G. S. Bach, V, p. 788-793; Beethoven, soli, chorus and orchestra. (First perf.,
VI, p. 478-483; Brahms, VII, p. 678-679; Rome, 1936.)
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